Sweet sensations
with Sugarbliss

Cake Company

Cake and celebrating goes hand-in-hand, whether it’s a wedding,
birthday, anniversary or just to simply celebrate! In all circumstances
it’s important for you to feel you can trust your cake maker implicitly
to provide the best taste, look and service. However, this trust is
never more important than when you need a wedding cake and Insight
know too well how important trustworthy suppliers are at a wedding,
therefore we would like to recommend SugarblissCake Company!

T

he perfect solution for those seeking sweet
satisfaction,Sugarbliss Cake Company create truly
stunning designs that can accommodate all tastes and
desires. From elegant and chic party cakes to the traditional
tiered wedding cake, this unique company can supply exactly
what you want without compromise, especially when it comes
to your wedding day.
Tasting as delicious as they look,
all Sugarbliss cakes use fresh,
quality ingredients, with all orders
made to exact specifications, as
well as specialising in eggless,
vegan, alcohol free and gluten
free cakes for those with dietary
requirements. So, whether you
want traditional tiers, or fancy a
cupcake tower, this superb cake
baking company can make all your
desires come true with bespoke
handmade creations that will be
the perfect centre piece for your reception, as well as leaving your
guests absolutely delighted!
Previously known as Nyree Desiree’s Cake Boutique of Knowle,
Sugarbliss Cake Company evolved from the rapidly growing success
of what started out as a small independent business, established
by NyreeRahman. She told us how it all started:
“The business is the culmination of a life-long artistic pursuit
and the fulfilment of a dream.
I have always had a love of art
and a passion for food and after
qualifying as a lawyer, I decided
that to be truly happy I would
have to swap the court for
the cakes! The success of the
company has really exceeded
all my expectations, and we
now supply cakes to every sort
of event and various clients
from intimate weddings to large
corporate events and we have
even supplied actors and couture
designers! However, our quality
and high standards have always
remained our top priority and so clients can expect an order that
meets their requirements down to the finest details, whether
bright and bold in design or varied in flavour.”
Offering an extensive range of flavours, styles and decoration,
Sugarbliss understand that everything has to be perfect on your
big day, and that includes the cake. So, whatever you have in mind,

Sugarbliss encourage you to discuss all your needs,
from flavour to shape, as Nyree explained:
“We understand that every single order is different
and therefore we welcome all ideas and in return
bring inspiration. This applies to weddings in
particular, as these days you don’t have to stick
to tiers and fruitcake; there are a wide range of
choices we can offer and nothing is set in stone. As
well as bespoke designs, we have also developed
a unique collection of twelve wedding cakes with
pre-set designs - ‘the Sugarbliss cake collection’.
This collection was created for the bride who
is looking for a simply beautifuland delicious
wedding cake at a perfectly affordable price. Our
twelve Sugarbliss pre-setdesigns were taken from
our most popular couture cake designs and were
created so that you can present these cakes just as
they are to be decorated by your friend or florist,
or choose from one of our beautiful hand created
decorations to accent your perfect wedding cake
andyour perfect day”.
Sugarbliss offer complimentary consultations for
all orders, meaning that you can discuss your
needs and specifications, whether you’re seeking
to match a theme, cater for a certain number or
simply looking for something completely different!
They also provide sketches of all new designs so
that you can see prior to the event what your final
cake will look like!
Plus, Sugarbliss offer cake sample boxes for you
to taste their fabulous cake flavours, along with
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offering exquisitely handcrafted decorations, a
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professional and friendly service, an easy ordering
(By appointment only)
system and a reliable delivery and set up service
throughout the UK mainland. So make your
Telephone: 01564 774 223
dream cake, a delicious reality with Sugarbliss
Cake Company, where their desire is to make your
Mobile: 07843 488 188
occasion run smooth and taste sweet! For enquiries: designer@sugarblisscakecompany.co.uk

www.sugarblisscakecompany.co.uk

